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T-DNA–mediated transfer of
Agrobacterium tumefaciens
chromosomal DNA into plants

While characterizing a T-DNA insertion locus named PM within the
fully sequenced A. thaliana genome, we discovered a 322-bp DNA
fragment of nonplant origin associated with the right border (RB) of
the T-DNA. Our discovery that this sequence is identical to a region on
the sequenced linear chromosome of A. tumefaciens led us to determine
whether this was a unique event or whether it is an intrinsic property
associated with T-DNA transfer in general. Therefore, we analyzed
databases that contain A. thaliana–flanking sequence tags (FSTs)6–9, the
sequences that flank T-DNA insertion sites in populations of insertion
lines generated to saturate the genome with mutations. Fragments of
AchrDNAs were detected in all tested T-DNA insertion databases, and
AchrDNAs were found much more frequently in FSTs recovered from
the RB (Table 1). Based on these data, gathered from 4375,000
T-DNA–tagged A. thaliana lines, we estimated that B0.4% (from
the RB FSTs of GABI-Kat) of the insertion sites contain bacterial
chromosomal DNA. The different populations studied have been
generated with different T-DNA vectors and A. tumefaciens strains,
indicating that fragments of AchrDNA are transferred to the plant
genome irrespective of the binary vector or A. tumefaciens strain used.
In addition, we have studied rice FST collections and also detected
AchrDNA sequences, indicating that transfer of AchrDNAs through
Agrobacterium happens in rice as well.
To determine the source of the AchrDNA and how it is transferred
to plants, we analyzed in detail several bacterial DNA–carrying
A. thaliana lines from the GABI-Kat T-DNA–tagged population
(Fig. 1a–c). As the bla gene, which confers ampicillin resistance in
Escherichia coli, is present in the T-DNA inserts in these plants, we
rescued the T-DNA and flanking sequences from these lines using the
restriction enzyme SpeI (which does not cut within the T-DNA or the
vector backbone) and sequenced through the insertion sites. Genomic
DNA from GABI-Kat line 086C02 contains an 18.5-kb AchrDNA
insert at the RB. It comprises 2 partial and 16 complete bacterial open
reading frames (ORFs; Atu4208–Atu4226) from the linear chromosome. Segregation analyses in 086C02 T3 plants demonstrated linkage
and mendelian inheritance of the T-DNA and the AchrDNA (Supplementary Fig. 1 online). For GABI-Kat line 052H10, the insertion was
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Besides the well-documented integration of DNA flanked
by the transfer DNA borders, occasional insertion of fragments
from the tumor-inducing plasmid into plant genomes has also
been reported during Agrobacterium tumefaciens–mediated
transformation. We demonstrate that large (up to B18 kb)
gene-bearing fragments of Agrobacterium chromosomal DNA
(AchrDNA) can be integrated into Arabidopsis thaliana genomic
DNA during transformation. One in every 250 transgenic plants
may carry AchrDNA fragments. This has implications for
horizontal gene transfer and indicates a need for greater
scrutiny of transgenic plants for undesired bacterial DNA.
Agrobacterium tumefaciens is a soil-borne bacterial pathogen of plants.
In nature, Agrobacterium transfers a defined segment of the tumorinducing (Ti) plasmid (T-DNA) into the host, leading to the formation of crown gall tumors controlled by T-DNA–encoded oncogenes1.
Agrobacterium-mediated DNA transfer has been exploited to introduce transgenes into plants and to transform other organisms such as
yeast, fungi and even human cells2. Sometimes, part of the Ti plasmid
outside the T-DNA borders may be integrated into plant genomes3.
The A. tumefaciens strain C58 genome of 5.7 megabases has been
completely sequenced and comprises four replicons: a linear chromosome, a circular chromosome and the two large plasmids AtC58 and
TiC58 (refs. 4,5).
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The sequences of the GABI-Kat FSTs included in the table are provided as a sequence file, for the other FSTs the EMBL/GenBank accession numbers or SALK IDs are listed in
Supplementary Data online. FST, flanking sequence tag; LB, left border; RB, right border.
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Figure 1 Determination of T-DNA insertion site
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associated with a 418-kb AchrDNA originating from the circular
chromosome. It contains 2 partial and 18 complete bacterial ORFs
(Atu2496-Atu2516) at the T-DNA left border (LB).
Genomic DNA blot analyses of selected A. thaliana T-DNA insertion lines unequivocally demonstrated physical linkage of the
AchrDNA to specific plant loci. Hybridization of DNA extracted
from individual T3 plants of the 052H10 line with probes specific
to the circular chromosome of Agrobacterium and to the A. thaliana
locus At1g26795 revealed linkage of the AchrDNA both to the T-DNA
and to plant genomic DNA (Fig. 1c–e). Similar results were obtained
with the GABI-Kat lines 086C02 and 101C08, both harboring nearly
identical-sized fragments derived from the same linear bacterial chromosomal region but inserted into different A. thaliana chromosomes
(Supplementary Fig. 1 and data not shown). Taken together, the data
demonstrate integration of 418-kb fragments of A. tumefaciens
genomic DNA into the genome of a dicotyledonous plant.
Based on these results, as well as supporting evidence discussed
below, we hypothesize that transfer of AchrDNA fragments into plants
is mediated by T-DNA. We postulate that the single-stranded T-DNA
transfer intermediate generated during the normal transformation
event, called the T-strand, infrequently integrates into the chromosomes of Agrobacterium, and that occasionally it can be remobilized
(recleaved) from such sites together with adjacent chromosomal DNA
segments (Supplementary Fig. 2 online). This model resembles the
observed F¢-mediated chromosomal DNA transfer occurring in and
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between conjugative bacteria species10. Activation of virulence genes as
well as insertion sequences (IS) leads to nicks in the DNA and these
nicks are highly recombinogenic11,12. We envisage that such nicks
possibly generated by VirD2 at T-DNA border repeats or border-like
sequences on the AchrDNAs, as well as other nicks and breaks resulting
from IS transpositions, serve as hot spots for T-DNA integration into
AchrDNAs. T-DNA insertions into essential genes would be lethal, but
insertions into duplicated genes or into nonessential regions would be
tolerated. Remobilization of AchrDNA would require intact border
sequences or border-like sequence homologies at or near the insertion
site on the AchrDNA. Intact border sequences may be generated in the
chromosomal DNA upon insertion of more than one copy of the
T-DNA directly adjacent or in close proximity to each other.
Alternatively, T-DNAs with improperly processed borders might insert
into AchrDNA and these sites may be used for retargeting the T-DNA
into the plant genome. Additionally, T-DNA backbone sequences
highly similar to AchrDNA (such as IS and their remnants) could be
involved in homologous recombination of the entire T-DNA vector
into AchrDNA. T-DNA with intact border sequences, which was
deliberately inserted into bacterial chromosomes by homologous
recombination, can be transferred to plants13.
In support of this model, we found that T-DNA-AchrDNA junction
sequences resemble typical T-DNA junctions with plant DNA (Supplementary Fig. 3 online). These include RB nicks between the third
and fourth base from the junction and micro-homology between the
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sequences at or around the RB and AchrDNAs as well as minor
deletions or substitutions. We estimate that there is a tenfold higher
frequency of AchrDNA at the RB than at the LB site (Table 1). This
may be because the T-DNA that inserts into AchrDNA lacks a
functional RB sequence, as this is left behind in the Ti plasmid
upon cleavage with VirD2. Therefore, once integrated into the
bacterial chromosome, the T-DNA usually cannot be remobilized.
However, in cases where integration occurs at chromosomal sites with
RB-like sequences, these sequences might compensate for the missing
RB sequence. We found evidence of an RB-like sequence on the
AchrDNA fragment of GABI-Kat line 086C02 in the corresponding
linear Agrobacterium chromosome (Supplementary Fig. 4 online).
Besides the RB-like sequence, we also found an overdrive14-like region
known to enhance T-DNA cleavage and plant transformation next to
the RB-like sequence (Supplementary Fig. 4). Although the overall
similarity to the RB repeat is not very high, the presence of the
overdrive and findings by others15 that several RB-like elements
originating from plant genomic sequences can be recognized and
cleaved by VirD2 support our hypothesis that this RB-like region was
involved in transferring this AchrDNA fragment into plants.
The origin of AchrDNA sequences found in plants is not random.
Mapping the AchrDNA sequences found in A. thaliana T-DNA FSTs
to the A. tumefaciens genome sequence showed that the same
sequences from the linear chromosome appear in the FSTs at high
frequency, with a similar distribution in all four T-DNA collections
(Fig. 1f and Supplementary Table 1 online). The sequence of the
AchrDNA found in the GABI-Kat line 135B06 is identical to the
insertion sequence IS426. This sequence was nearly identical to those
found in the two independent T-DNA lines 146B12 and 343H01.
These three lines contain at least two T-DNAs flanking parts of IS426.
Interestingly, one of the T-DNAs was always associated with the right
inverted repeat of the IS (Supplementary Fig. 5 online). This finding
is consistent with our model that chromosomal nicks and breaks
generated by IS transpositions may serve as sites of T-DNA insertion
into AchrDNA. Moreover, insertion of an additional adjacent T-DNA
in the proper orientation facilitates reexcision of the complex T-DNA
structure by providing LB sites at both ends, which typically lack only
three nucleotides after VirD2 nicking and therefore can readily be
reconstituted to functional border sequences.
The large bacterial ABC transporter gene family may be overrepresented among the FSTs containing AchrDNAs. For example,
the AchrDNA fragment obtained from the RB in the GABI-Kat line
086C02 contains a disrupted coding sequence of the A. tumefaciens
ABC transporter Atu4209 and several additional coding sequences
from the A. tumefaciens linear chromosome. Four other GABI-Kat
FSTs (CU462787, CU462792, CU462794, CU462800) and 19 FLAGdb
FSTs from either the RB or the LB contain parts of the same ABC
transporter gene sequence. Therefore, certain A. tumefaciens genomic
fragments appear to be transferred more frequently than others.
Although the 25-bp RB sequence has no perfect matches in the
A. tumefaciens genome, 21 and 160 RB-like sequences are present
when four and five mismatches are allowed, respectively. Because of
the high plasticity of VirD2-mediated recognition of border-like
sequences15, these sites could serve as appropriate motifs. As there is
no obvious correlation between the location of the border-like
sequences and the frequency of transferred AchrDNAs, insertion
into active IS or duplicated gene regions such as ABC transporters
or multiple adjacent T-DNA insertions may determine whether or not
these RB-like sequences are used.
Currently, we cannot rule out the possibility that AchrDNA is
transferred independently of T-DNA. Such transfer could account for
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occasional co-integration and hence linkage to T-DNAs. Although
independent AchrDNA integrations would not have been detected in
our screen, this is highly unlikely. AchrDNAs found in T-DNA–tagged
plants are mostly associated with the T-DNA RB border, whereas one
would expect equal distribution of AchrDNA to both T-DNA borders
in such a scenario.
Lack of sufficient sequences from transgene insertion sites and only
recent availability of the entire A. tumefaciens genome sequence4,5 are
the likely reasons why the transfer of A. tumefaciens genomic DNA has
not been reported before. Another complication is that A. tumefaciens
DNA is present in transformed plant tissue owing to the presence
of residual bacteria soon after transformation. As detection of
A. tumefaciens sequences in PCR experiments is expected, these are
usually filtered against A. tumefaciens sequences to remove such
potential contaminations. This is why access to true raw data is crucial
to detect AchrDNAs in FST collections; the lack thereof hindered our
numerical analysis of rice FST data.
Our analysis of T-DNA insertion sequence databases indicates that
transfer of bacterial chromosomal DNA fragments other than the
T-DNA and Ti vector backbone is possible. It appears that horizontal
transfer of genomic information from bacteria to plants is intimately
associated with the process of crown gall formation in nature and
might have played a role in the evolution of plant genomes16. Our
results highlight not only the need for more research to understand
the mechanisms of horizontal gene flow through bacteria in the
evolution of higher organisms, but also the need for increased
vigilance in testing for superfluous bacterial DNA in transgenic
plants. As unintentional transfer of bacterial chromosomal DNA
sequences into plants is not unique to Agrobacterium-mediated
transformation but can occur even using direct DNA transformation
methods that rely on plasmid DNA purified from bacteria17,
occasional transfer of AchrDNA to plants should not detract
from the utility of Agrobacterium as a tool in basic and applied
plant research.
Note: Supplementary information is available on the Nature Biotechnology website.
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